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marine user interface (marine) is a module built over marine framework, as part of my PhD
research, resulting from a process of investigation about UI requirements and guidelines for
some of the features developed on marine framework. The idea is providing an easy-to-use
interface for artists to improve experimentation with motion capture devices.
Therefore, if you decide to use marine for artistic purposes, research or anything else, I
kindly ask you to comply with the original marine framework terms of use, as well as the
following terms of use:
1. The use of this software for producing commercial spectacles DO is allowed; however,
this software and any derivative software must NOT be sold, in any way;
2. This is a free and open source software, under Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial Share Alike License, meaning that commercial use is NOT allowed, while
derivations of the work DO are allowed, as long as appropriate credit is given and the
resulting work license is not more restrictive than this license;
a. Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial Share Alike License is available at
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
b. Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial Share Alike License legal code is
available at https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/legalcode
c. As appropriate credit mechanisms, one of the following must be considered:
I.

II.

Identification of the creator on digital and physical media which make
reference to the products created with marine, as “marine, developed
by Ricardo Scholz” or similar;
A link to the official website: www.marineframework.org

III.

Any other format discussed directly with the creator
(contact@marineframework.org).

3. You must comply with this Terms of Use, as well as the third-party software and libraries
which are embedded in marine framework;
a. The copies of third-party terms of use provided in marine framework repository
may be out of date; it is your responsibility to check out the most up to date terms
of use available, from official sources, or all third-parties software embedded in
marine, incluiding, but not limited to:
I.
EyesWeb (http://www.infomus.org/eyesweb_ita.php);
II.
J4K Library (http://research.dwi.ufl.edu/ufdw/j4k/);
III.
Processing (https://www.processing.org/).
4. It would be kind to inform the author about any artistic works produced using this software,
by dropping a line to "contact@marineframework.org";
a. This is for the author's personal records and may be published at marine web page
gallery, as examples of works; if you do not want the author to publish this
information, please, make it clear on your message;
b. This message is NOT intended to make you ask for any permission to conceive
and/or publish your work; as stated on items 1 and 2, you are free to conceive and/or
publish your work, anytime, anywhere.
5. If you are using this software for research, please include the following citation on your
work, and, if possible, drop me a line at "contact@marineframework.org":
SCHOLZ, Ricardo and Ramalho, Geber. Lowering the Usability Entry Barrier to
Interactive Poetics Experimentation in Dance. In Interacting with Computers. Oxford
University Press. 2019. DOI 10.1093/iwc/iwz004.
6. You may NOT redistribute modified source code, although you can redistribute expanded
versions of the source code, as long as you follow all other requirements of this terms of use
and make it clear when redistributing.
9. This software provided AS-IS, and under no circumstances is its creator liable in any way
for any content or damage caused by its use, including, but not limited to: any infringing
content, any errors or omissions in content, any loss or damage of any kind incurred as a
result of the use of marine or any content accessible through or made available via this
software.

